
Coffee machine and capsules



What  
makes it  
so special
Unique TWIN pressure system: 
Provides high pressure for espresso (15 bar) and low (3.5 bar) for 
long drinks - the perfect pressure whatever your requirement

Super-sized, long life capsule: 
Coffee weight is 8g with a ‘stay fresh’ shelf life of 18 months

Pre-set function: 
Simple programmable button settings for selecting preferred  
cup size and coffee temperature

Environmentally responsible: 
Recyclable capsule cups plus energy-saving power shut off



    

Features
and benefits

Unique TWIN pressure system: 
Allows high pressure (15 bar) for making espressos or  
low pressure (3.5 bar) for longer drinks to suit your  
coffee preference

Super-sized, long life capsule: 
Contains the perfect amount of coffee per cup and 
becasue they are individually vacuum-sealed, each capsule 
has a shelf life of 18 months from date of manufacture

Automatic shut off: 
This eco friendly feature saves energy

Adjustable cup height: 
Suits a variety of cup sizes - shot glass, espresso cup or 
coffee mug

Pre-set function: 
Simple programmable settings allow you to choose the 
right cup size to create the perfect individual drink

Adjustable temperature control: 
Create the ideal temperature for your perfect coffee

Fast heat up time: 
Ready to use in less than 60 seconds 

Quick and simple to use: 
Easy insertion of capsules is perfect for busy lifestyles

Large capsule drawer: 
Automatically collects used capsules for mess-free and convenient preparation

Removable water tank (1.2L): 
Can be conveniently filled from top cover or removed completely

Auto-descaler programme:  
Keeps the machine clean and ensures efficiency

Easy storage: 
Space-saving size is ideal for smaller kitchens with less worktop area

Environmentally responsible: 
Featuring the latest capsule machine technology, the Rapido has been 
compactly designed to save on energy (automatic power shut off) and uses 
recyclable capsule cups.

Perfect partner: 
The Dualit Latteccino for frothy coffees and tall lattes



Originale
Aromatic and mellow, 
ideal for latte or  
longer coffee; perfect 
with milk. 100%  
Arabica coffee beans

7.5g per capsule

Cremoso
Full, rich aroma; the 
perfect espresso or 
cappuccino to enjoy 
anytime. 100%  
Arabica coffee beans

8g per capsule

Intenso
Intense, rich aroma, 
robust and full  
bodied for a velvety 
taste. A blend of 
Arabica and Robusta 
coffee beans
8g per capsule

Milk
Perfect and simple 
instant hot milk.  
Ideal for making  
latte, cappuccino, 
mocha and hot 
chocolate drinks
9g per capsule

Chocolate
Smooth and creamy 
hot chocolate in an 
instant. Try adding to 
coffee for a delicious 
mocha

15g per capsule

Capsule 
flavours

The capsules come with a guarantee 
‘stay fresh’ shelf life of up to 18 
months to retain that all important 
coffee taste. In addition, to make 
your coffee experience even better, 
there is a choice of three wonderfully 
aromatic coffee flavours, a smooth 
and creamy chocolate as well as 
capsuled milk.
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3 easy steps to quick and delicious hot drinks...


